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AREA INTEGRAL ESTIMATES FOR THE BIHARMONIC OPERATOR
IN LIPSCHITZ DOMAINS

JILL PIPHER AND GREGORY VERCHOTA

Abstract. Let DCR" be a Lipschitz domain and let « be a function bihar-

monic in D , i.e., AAu = 0 in D . We prove that the nontangential maximal

function and the square function of the gradient of u have equivalent Lp(dp)

norms, where dp e A°°(do) and da is surface measure on 3D.

Introduction

In this paper we prove area integral and nontangential maximal function

inequalities for functions biharmonic in a bounded Lipschitz domain D in R" .

Specifically, if u satisfies A2« = 0 in D CRn , then these functionals applied to

Vu (the gradient of u) have comparable Lp(dp) norm (0 <p < oo), where dp

is any measure satisfying an A00 condition with respect to surface measure on

the boundary of D. In the classical setting of functions harmonic in a halfspace

or disc, such inequalities have been shown by Stein [15], Burkholder and Gundy

[1], Fefferman and Stein [10], and others. For functions harmonic in a Lipschitz

domain B. E. J. Dahlberg applied his results [4] comparing harmonic measure

and surface measure to extend these inequalities to nonsmooth domains. And

area integral estimates have been obtained in Lipschitz domains for solutions

of more general second order elliptic equations in Dahlberg, Jerison and Kenig

[6].
Our interest in the case of biharmonic functions has several sources. First,

recent research on the Dirichlet problem for A [2, 8, 13, and 18] has yielded

much new information about the behavior of solutions, behavior which turns

out to be remarkably different from that of solutions to second order equations.

(Some of these results will be described in greater detail in §1.) Moreover, area

integral estimates can be used to give information about Sobolev space regularity

of solutions and also to give Fatou theorems (see [1]). Second, although our

method of proof relies on now standard strategies such as good-A inequalities, it

has several new features. In general, solutions of the bi-Laplacian on nonsmooth

domains will not satisfy a maximal principle or Harnack principle, and there
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is no positive "harmonic" measure associated with the operator. Finally, the

area integral results, together with an argument of Dahlberg and Kenig [7], lead

to another proof of solvability of the regularity problem for A2 in Lp(Ri),

1 < p < 2. In Pipher and Verchota [13], it was shown that the Dirichlet

problem for A2 in Lp (p > 2) could be reduced to solvability of the regularity

problem in the dual range of p. This regularity problem was then shown to

have Lp solutions for all 1 < p < 2 only in R3 and not in R", n > 4 (see

also [14]). Thus the inequalities presented here would give another proof of

solvability of the Dirichlet problem for A2 in R3.

As far as we know, there is no literature on theorems relating square functions

and nontangential maximal functions of solutions to higher order equations.

However, C. Kenig has informed us that the techniques in Dahlberg and Kenig

[7] for solutions to systems of equations should also give the area integral esti-

mates we obtain here. Their idea is to build from the case of small Lipschitz

constant via an argument like that of G. David [9]. On the other hand, our

method exploits the equation that the biharmonic functions satisfies in order

to integrate by parts. Then we are able to use the relationship between surface

measure and harmonic measure for the Laplacian much as Dahlberg does for

harmonic functions in [5].

The paper is organized as follows. In § 1 we state the main theorem, survey the

known results on the biharmonic equation in Lipschitz domains and discuss the

notation to be used throughout. In §§2 and 3 we prove the good-A inequalities

which establish the theorem.

We are grateful to the referee for a careful reading of this paper and for many

comments and suggestions.

1. Definitions and notation

In what follows, D will always denote a bounded Lipschitz domain in R" , a

domain whose boundary can be covered by finitely many right cylinders Z(Q)

centered at Q e dD such that there exists a rectangular coordinate system

and a Lipschitz function tp: Rn~ —► R with Z n D = {(xx, ... , xn): xn >

<p(xx, ... , xn_x)} n D. The pair (Z, <p) is called a coordinate pair. Then to

each point Q e dD there is associated an open cone F(Q) ç D with vertex

at Q such that for each X eT(Q) the distance of X to the boundary of D,

dist(X, dD), is comparable to \X - Q\. Given a function v(X) defined on D

the nontangential maximal function of v is defined by

Nv(Q)=   sup   \v(X)\.
xer(Q)

If v e C (D), the area integral or square function of v at Q e dD is given by

Sv(Q) = {[     \Vv(X)\2d(X)2~ndX
[JT(Q)

where d(X) abbreviates dist(X, dD).

■ /¿
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A function / defined on dD is said to be in Lp(dD) if for each coordinate

pair (Z, tp) there are Ü functions {g¡} such that

/      h(x)gt(x, <p(x))dx = /      —(x)f(x, tp(x))dx
Jr"-' Jr"~' dx¿

for all h e C~(RB_1 n Z). That is, if / e Lp(dD), a vector field, VTf, called
the tangential gradient of /, can be defined and realized in local coordinates

as

(gx(x, tp(x)), ... , gn_x(x, <p(x)), 0)

-((gx(x, tp{x)),... ,g„-i(x,qf(x)),0),N(xMx)))

where TV,     , ., (or NQ) denotes the unit normal vector to dD at (x, <p(x))

(orö).  '

The study of the biharmonic equation on Lipschitz domains was begun in

Dahlberg, Kenig and Verchota [8] where the following was shown.

Theorem 1.1 [8]. Let f e L2x(dD) and g € L2(dD) where D is a bounded

Lipschitz domain in R". Then there exists a unique function u in D satisfying

(a)-(d):

(a) A2u = 0 in D,

(b) limx^r.X€r(Q)u(X) = f(Q) a.e. (da),

(c) limx^Q.Xer{Q) Vu(X) • NQ = g(Q) a.e. d(a),

(d) ||7Y(Vi/)||L2(aD da) < oo and moreover,

mVu)\\û{dD) + \\N(u)\\Ll(0D) < C{\\f\\L]m) + \\g\\L2{dD)}

where C is a constant that depends only on the Lipschitz character of D.

Before describing some details of the proof of this result which we will use

later, we state our main theorem. In what follows, |VVw|   denotes

Theorem 1.2. Let DCRn be a Lipschitz domain and let da be surface measure

on dD. Fix PQ€ D and let {T(Q)} be a regular family of cones for Q e dD.
If u is biharmonic in D and Vu(P0) = 0 then there exist constants Cx, C2

such that

IMV")IIl'(WM,) < cx\\S(Vu)\\L,(dDJa) < c2||Ar(vi/)||L,(WMff)

where C, and C2 depend on P0, on the aperture of the cones {T(Q)} and on

the Lipschitz character of D.

Theorem 1.2 is a corollary of a series of good-A inequalities, hence the mea-

sure da above may be replaced by any measure dp which is /1o0 with respect

to da (see [3] and [5]). These inequalities are proved by adapting the proof

of Dahlberg's theorem for harmonic functions. Modification of this approach
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2 2 2
tence of the L   theory for A , a representation formula for solutions of A

in D and the L   theory for both the Dirichlet and Neumann problems for the

in the biharmonic situation is made possible in virtue of three facts: the exis-

tence of th

in D and t

Laplacian.
2

We now briefly describe some of the aspects of L theory for the biharmonic

equation. The L solvability of the Dirichlet problem [8] was obtained by first

decomposing a biharmonic function u as u = ü + H where H is the harmonic

extension of u\dD to D and ü is biharmonic and vanishes on the boundary

of D. If D ç R" is assumed to be starlike with starcenter at the origin,

an important representation of ü in terms of a Green's potential was found.

Namely, the results of [8] give

(1.3)

(i) ü(X) = fY€DG(X, Y){nv(Y) + 2Y-Vv(Y)}dY where G(X, ■) is the
Green's function for A in D, n is the dimension, and v is a harmonic

function in D.

(ii) There exist constants Cx, C2 depending on the domain such that

\\N(yÜ)\\L\dD,da)^ClWV\\L\öD,da)     and     II« Wû(0D) ̂ C2
dü

dN L2(dD)

Observe that (i) says that there exists a harmonic function v such that Aü =

nv(Y) + 2Y ■ Vv(Y) and (ii) says that the operator T defined by

T:v\dD~    Km   ¡NQ, v| G(X, Y){nv(Y) + 27 • Vv(Y)}dY\

X¿T(Q)

2 2
is invertible as a map from L (da) into L (da).

Counterexamples to the analogue of Theorem 1.1 with Dirichlet data in Lp ,

p < 2, were provided in [8] but the question of the L2 theory for p > 2

remained open. In Pipher and Verchota [7] the Dirichlet problem with Lp

data (p > 2) was solved in R and shown to be unsolvable for some Lipschitz

domains in R", n > 4. Because the operator T defined above is not an Lp —>

Lp mapping when p > 2, a different approach was required. This approach

involved a reduction to the regularity problem for A on D. As mentioned, a

method of Dahlberg and Kenig [4] developed for systems of equations in R3

can be utilized to solve this problem once Theorem 1.2 is established.

In what follows, GQ(X, ■) will always denote the Green's function for the

Laplacian in a domain fi with pole at X. The harmonic measure for Q

evaluated at X is denoted dwn . From Dahlberg's theorem [4] it is known

that dwn and da are related by the following reverse Holder inequality. For

any surface ball A,

{/4<^rv><>iß)
(A)
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Y
where dw (Q) — kx(Q)da(Q). For properties of harmonic measure see [4]

and [12]. A ball in R" centered at P with radius r is abbreviated B(P, r)

and A(P, r) denotes the surface ball dD n B(P, r) for PedD.

2. The nontangential maximal function

dominates the square function

In this section we show that

\\S(Vu)\\L>{aD,do) * C\\N^u)\\Lf{dDtda)

where

S2(Vu)(Q)= f    d(X)2'n\VVu(X)\2 dX.

The proof has three steps, each of which involves establishing a good-A inequal-

ity and invoking standard arguments (see Burkholder and Gundy [1]) to derive

the desired Lp inequalities. Let {T(Q)}QedD be a regular family of cones [5]

and let {T(Q)} be another regular family of cones with T(Q) ç F(Q). In the

lemmas below, the square functions will be defined in terms of integration over

the cones {T(Q)} and the nontangential maximal functions will be defined in

terms of the larger ones {T(Q)} . There are purely geometric arguments that

allow one to pass from inequalities involving one family of cones to those for

another family of cones which will not be discussed here. We begin by defining

an intermediate square function S(u)(Q) by setting

S2(u)(Q)= [     d(X)2~"\Au(X)\2 dX
Jt(Q)

for u biharmonic in D.   The first lemma says that  ||Ar(Vt/)|j    dominates

\\S(u)\\p.
2 n

Lemma 2.1. If u satisfies A u = 0 in D, a Lipschitz domain contained in R ,

then for sufficiently small y there exists a positive constant C such that

a{Q 6 dD : S(u)(Q) > 2X, N(Vu)(Q) < yX} < Cy2a{Q e dD : S(u)(Q) > X}.

Proof. Let {A (O, r.)} be a Whitney decomposition of {S(u) > X} . That is,

{Q } is a sequence of points in {S(u) > X} such that

(a) {S(u) > X) - \JA(Qj, r}) where A(Q], Tj) = B(Q}, r}) n dD.
(b) No point belongs to more than C(n) of the balls B(Q , r.), where C(n)

is a constant depending only on the dimension n and the Lipschitz character

of D.

(c) Each Bj = B(Qj, r.) has the property that dDfiB. is given by the graph

of a Lipschitz function.

(d) There is a number rQ = r0(D) such that if r, < r0, then there is a point

ß* in B(Qj, 2tj) n dD such that S(u)(Q*) < X.

As in Dahlberg, Jerison and Kenig [6], a sawtooth region Q   associated to

Ej = A n {S(u) > 2X, N(Vu) < yX} may be constructed so that

(i) Uß€£/r(ß) n B(Q, cfj)) ç n. ç \JQ€Ej(T(Q) nB(Q, c^)) .
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(ii) dQ.jC\dD = Ej.

(iii) Qj is a starlike Lipschitz domain with Lipschitz constant a multiple of

the Lipschitz constant of D.

(iv) diam(Q ) » r..

Let us fix now a particular A ■ with r. < rQ. Using interior estimates and

property (d) above it is readily shown that given any x > 0, y may be chosen

sufficiently small so that Sxr(u)(Q) > A/2 for Q e Ej where Sxr (u)(Q) is

defined by integration over the truncated cone rTr (Q) = T(Q)nB(Q, rrA . That

is, the main contribution in the square function takes place near the boundary.

For details see [5]. Dropping the j subscripts, we wish to show that a(E) <

Cy a(A) and the conclusion of Lemma 2.1 will follow by summing over each

Ej . This inequality is shown under the assumption that |V«|   < yX in Q and
—1

that STr(u) > A/2 on E . By rescaling about the starcenter of Q and making a

change of variable we may then assume that er (A) - 1. Hence all constants in

the inequalities below are absolute and depend only on the Lipschitz character

of D. Let u be the harmonic function in the sawtooth region fi given by (1.3)

so that Au(Y) = nv(Y) + 27 • Vw(7) (where we now call the starcenter of Q

the origin). Then

a(E) \Au(x)\ dXda(Q)

\v(X)\¿dX

,2-n
d(Xy   '\X-W\ dX) da(Q)

= I + II.

Let Sa denote the square function defined with respect to a family of cones

for the new domain Q. By the L   theory for harmonic functions we have

II <-^ /   S2a(v)(Q)da(Q)
X  JdSï

4f   v2(Q)da(Q).
X  JdQ

Using the information on v given in the estimates of (1.3)(ii), the above is

bounded by

i  r \dü 2 ,
i2L\dÑ da

where u = u + H in Q ; H\dii = u\dn

dN

Now

2
r \du_r< f \du_

Jda\dN\   ~Joa\dN
+

dH

dN
da
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2 2   2 2
and |Vu|   < y X   in Q. From the L   theory for the Neumann problem (see

Jerison and Kenig [11] and also Verchota [17]) we see that

/     -r—    da < /    NTH\2 da = /    \VTu\2da
Jon  dn Jgci'   T Jaa    T

and hence

ll<y2a(dQ)Ky2.

It remains to estimate the first lower term.

í=\ Í f      d(X)2~"\v(X)\2dXda< f d(X)\v(X)\2 dX.
X  Je Jtu(Q) Jo.

Fix some small S > 0 and let Qs = {X e Q : dist(Z, <9Q) > ô} . We integrate

separately over Qs and Q \ Ciâ .

[     d(X)\v(X)\2dX<ô2 [   N2v(Q)da(Q)<Cy2X2a(A)
Jn\nó Jdíi

with the last inequality following just as in the previous estimate.   For the

integration over Çlô , recall that the representation of Au in Q gives

\v(X)\<C(\W(X)\ + \Au(X)\).

For Ieíí¿, interior estimates give |Aw(X)| < ^ . Therefore

/ d(x)\v(x)\2z7-^-\n\+ [ d(x)\w(x)\2dx
Ja. o Jsi,

ZCD\y2X2+f    S2Qv(Q)da(Q)

X2+ f   N2(v)da(Q)
Jan

zy
tan

s y X .

This proves the lemma.

Corollary 2.2. // u is biharmonic in OCR", then for any measure dp €

A°°(da) and any p > 0, there exists a constant C > 0 depending only on p,

the domain D and the A°° constant for dp such that

\\S(u)\\L^dD¡dfl]<C\\N(Vu)\\LP{dDdfi).

Proof. Standard.

Lemma 2.3. Suppose u is biharmonic in D and vanishes on dD. Then for

sufficiently small y > 0 there exist constants C, n > 0 depending only on D

and y such that

a{S(Vu) > 2X, N(Vu) < yX} < Cy'oiSÇVu) > X}.

Before giving the proof of Lemma 2.3 we formulate and prove a corollary

which gives one of the two main inequalities we seek relating the area integral

and nontangential maximal function.
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Corollary 2.4. If u is biharmonic in D and y > 0 is sufficiently small then there

are constants C, n > 0 depending only on D, y such that

a{S(Vu) > 2X, N(Vu) < yX} < Cy'oiSÇVu) > X}.

Proof of corollary. As before let A be one of the surface balls in the Whitney

decomposition of {S(Vu) > A} and let fi be the sawtooth region associated to

A n {S(Vu) > 2A, N(Vu) < yX} . Within Q,, we decompose u as u = u + H,

where A ü — 0 with u\dÇï = 0 and where H is harmonic with H\dn — u\dn.

It suffices to prove that

(2.5) ±[   S2a(Vu)da(Q)<y2a(A).
X  Jen

But, invoking Lemma 2.3 for ü, we have

[  sl(Vu)da<  í   5,22(Ví/) + 5,¿(V/f)í/cT
Jdn Jen

N2(Vü) + N2(VH)daÍ -
Jan

[   N2(Vu) + N2(VH)da
Jan

y2X2a(A)+ [   \VTH\2da
Jan'an

which is bounded by y2A2cr(A) since \VTH\ = \VTu\ on <9Q.   D

Proof of Lemma 2.3. Fix A, one of the Whitney balls of {5,(Vw) > A} and

let E = A n {S(Vu) > 2X, N(Vu) < yX}. As in the proof of Lemma 2.1,

given T > 0 we may choose S > 0 so that Srr(Vu)(Q) > A/2 for Q e E if

r = rad(A). We will obtain the estimate on a(E) by showing, as Dahlberg [5]

does in the harmonic case, that con(E) < y . The harmonic measure dœa is

evaluated at some fixed point P* e Í2 and from con(E) < y it follows by the

,4°° relation that

°W < cr
a(A)

and the lemma will be proven.

Now

tun(A)
for some 8

(2.6)    wn(£)<i/"/       d(X)2-n\VVu(X)\2dXdcoçl(Q)
A  JeJv„(Q)

< -i ( / G(P*, X)\VVu(X)\2 dX +    sup    |Wu(X)\2}
X   [Jn x&Kccn )

n-l
since G(P*,X) (or just G(X)) is comparable to wa(A(X*, d(X)))/d(X)

if X is near <9Q and X* is the radial projection of X onto <9f2. Because

\Wu(X)\2 < Cny2X2 when X e K ce ÎÎ we have only to bound the integral.
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The following identity will allow us to use Green's theorem and is satisfied by

any biharmonic function.

|VVu|2 = A|Vm|2 + ^|Aw|2 - ±AAw2.

After substituting this into (2.6), there are three integrals to estimate. In the

first we use the estimate on G(X) :

(i)      ± [ G(X)\Au(X)\2 dX
A  Jsi

< 1 /       /      d(X)2-n\Au(X)\2dXdœSÏ(P) + ^2\Au(P*)\2
A  JpeanJra(P) X

A  Jan
S¿a(u)dcoQ(P) + f

Let Kn(P) dcon(P) = dan(P) and use Corollary 2.2 with respect to the measure

i/o>n to obtain

1/
X2 Jan

S2Q(u)dœQ2±[   N2(Vu)da)aZy2,
X Jan

(Ü)

(iii)

and

f G(X)A\Vu\2dX <   /   \Vu(P)\2-\Vu(P*)\2dœn(P)
Jii Jan

[ G(X)AAu2(X) dX <   /   Au(P)-Au(P*)do).
Jn Jan

.    2,2<y X ,

[   Au2(P)dcoa(P)  <   [   2u(P)Au(P)dcoa(P) + f   \Vu(P)\2 dcoa(P).
Jan Jan Jan

For this term we use the fact that u = 0 on <9Q n dD. By expressing u(P) in

terms of an integral of its derivatives and using interior estimates which give

d(P)\Au(P)\ < supXeB{P d(P)) \Vu(X)\, the expression \u(P)Au(P)\ is bounded

by y X . This gives the desired bound for con(E).

3. The square function dominates

the nontangential maximal function

In this last section we show that   \\N(Vu)\\Lp,dD rf,   is dominated by

\\S(Vu)\\L^dD da) finishing the proof of Theorem 1.2.   We now assume that

the square function is defined with respect to T(Q) and the nontangential max-

imal function is defined with respect to the smaller cone y(Q). We will use the

following abbreviation: if E ç dD is any set, then

Ejt = { Q e dD : sup
a(AnE)

A3Ö     ^(A)
<ô

Fix a point Pn € D.
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2
Lemma 3.1. If A u — 0 in D and Vu(P0) = 0, then, for sufficiently small y
and S, there is a constant C > 0 such that

a({N(Vu) > 4X, S(Vu) < yX} n {S(Vu) > yX}¡) < Cy2a{N(Vu) > A} .

Remark. The assumption that Vu(P0) = 0 implies that if \\S(Vu)\\Lp,da) = L <

oo, then for any compact subset K of D,

(3.2) sup{|Vw(x)| + \VVu(X)\} < C(K, L).
xeK

The argument is standard by interior estimates and the Agmon-Miranda maxi-

mum principle for functions biharmonic on a sufficiently smooth domain. The

estimate (3.2) is invoked to handle the "large" balls in the Whitney decomposi-

tion of {JV(Vw) > A} below. See Dahlberg [5] for details.

Proof of Lemma 3.1. Fix A, one of the surface balls in the Whitney decompo-

sition of {N(Vu) > A} , with radius r < rQ . Let

E = A n {N(Vu) > 4A, S(Vu) < yX} n {S(Vw) > yX}¡ .

By choosing y sufficiently small we can ensure that Nrr(Vu)(Q) > 2X when

Q e E, where

NjVu)(Q)= sup        |Vm(*)|.
Xer(Q)nB(Q,xr)

As in the proof of Lemma 2.1, we may rescale and change variables to assume

that cr(A) = 1. Also, if S is small enough, then there is a C > 0 such that

(3.3) / d(X)\VVu{X)\2 dX < Cy2X2
Jn

and

/   S2CVH)da<[   S2(Vu)da+[   S2(Vü)da.
Jan Jan Jan

Now Corollary 2.4 says that ||A^(VM)||L(an) dominates ||5,(Vw)||¿2(oí2). More-

over, interchanging the order of integration in the first term on the right above

gives

/   S2(Vu)da< f àis\(X,dQ)\VVu(X)\2dX.
Jan Jn

Since dist(X, d£l) is bounded above by d(X), the distance of X to dD, the

estimate in (3.3) shows that ¡anS2(Vu)da < y2X2 . Hence altogether

/   Nn(Vu)da<\VH(P*)\2a{A) + y2X2+ f   N2(Vü)da.
Jan Jan

Therefore, to complete the proof we need the following two estimates:

(3.4) \VH(P*)\2 < Cy2X2

(3.5) /   N2(Vü)da <Cy2X2
Jan
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We begin with (3.4). Clearly \VH(P*)\ <\Vu(P*)\ + \Vü(P*)\ and |Vö(P*)|
can be estimated using the representation formula for ü(X) in Q. Because

ü(X)= f     G(X, Y)Au(Y)dY,
Jyçn

we see that

|V«(*)|< /     \VxG(X,Y)\\Au(Y)\dY.
JYen

Choose e small and let Qe = {7 e Q : dist(7, <9Q) > e} . Recall that G(X, 7)

is the Green's function for A in Q and that dist(P*, dQ) « r — rad(A). Then,

(dropping from now on the "~" on it) we have

\VÜ(P*)\<  [ \VxG(-,Y)(P')\\Au(Y)\dY
Jren\ne

+ [  \VxG(-,Y)(P*)\\Au(Y)\dY.

The bound in (3.3) follows from the fact that

y2X2a(E)>  f S2(Vu)(Q)da(Q)
Je

>  [ d(X)2~"\ VVu(X)\2a{Q €E:Xe T(Q)} dX
Jn

and from the assumption that, for Q € E,

a(A'n{S(Vu)>yX})^
sup . ~ u ,
A'3Q ff(A )

that is, for any A' containing Q,

a(A' n {S(Vu) < yX}) > (1 - ô)o(A') .

t 2
Again we refer to [5] for details. We wish to show the estimate: a(E) < Cy .

We first claim that V« may be assumed to vanish at P*, the starcenter of

f2. For consider u(X) = u(X)-X-Vu(P*), biharmonic in Q with Au = Au.

Then Vu(x) = Vu(X) - Vu(P*) and S(Vu*)(Q) = S(Vu)(Q) for all Q. Let

P be a point in Q, such that \Vu(P)\ < A. The existence of P is guaranteed

by the maximality of the surface ball A in the set {N(Vu) > A} and the

construction of Q. Then if L is a line segment joining P and P*,

\Vu(P*)\ < \Vu(P)\ + \P-P*\ sup \VVu(X)\
xeL

follows by integration.   And so  \Vu(P*)\ < X + CyX, which is bounded by

2A for y sufficiently small. Therefore N(Vu*)(Q) > 2X when Q e E since

N(Vu)(Q) > 4X and it would suffice to do all estimates with u   replacing u.

We proceed to estimate a(E) under the assumption that Vu(P*) — 0.

a(E) < 1 / N2(Vu)(Q)da(Q) < 1 /   N2Q(Vu)(Q)da(Q)
X  Je X  Jan
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where A^ denotes the nontangential maximal function for the Lipschitz do-

main Q,. We now decompose u into u = Ü+H with A ü = 0 in Q, ü\gQ = 0,

AH = 0 and H\9Cl = u\dn . Then using the L   theory for V77, we have

f   Nl(Vu)da<  [   N2(Vü)da+ [   N2(VH)da
Jan Jan Jan

<  f   N2(Vü)da + \VH(P*)\2a(d£l)+ f  S2(VH)da.
Jan Jan

In Qe, \VXG(-, Y)(P*)\ < C\Y-P*\l~n . Then, by interior Schauder estimates,

'(/
sup ||A«||    < sup I \VVu(Z)\2dZ )
Yene Yens \Jzzb{y,d(Y)/2) I

and these L   averages are in turn dominated by S(Vm)(Q) for some Q e E.

Hence

\VxG(-,Y)(P*)\\Au(Y)\dYL
<CyXl   \Y-P*\x~ndY

'a.

CyXÍ
Jne

< CyX.

In Q \ Q£, we use the estimate \VXG(-, Y)(P*)\ < CG(P*, Y)/R and hence

(3.6)

[      \G(P\ Y)\\Au(Y)\dY Z f     [G(P\Y)/dçl(Y)]dçl(Y)\Au(Y)\dY.
Jn\ne Jn\nc

If 7 is near the boundary of Q and 7* is the projection of 7 onto <9Q, the

Green's function has the estimate [11]

G{P\Y)„coa(A(Y\da(Y)))

dQ(Y)    ~   <r(A(Y\da(Y)))  •

Here A(7*, da(Y)) is, as usual, the surface ball with center 7* and radius

da(Y). Hence the ratio G(P*, Y)/da{Y) is dominated by Ma(Ka)(Y*), the

Hardy-Littlewood maximal function of the density Ka = dcon/da. By the

reverse Holder inequality (1.4) satisfied by Kn and Holder's inequality in the

integral (3.6) we obtain

/      \G(P* ,Y)\\Au(Y)\dY <CyX.
Jn\nc

This proves (3.4).

We turn now to the proof of (3.5). Invoking inequality (3.3) and the estimate

dn(X)\Wu(X)\ < yX it suffices to show the following inequality. (The estimate

dQ(X)\VVu(X)\ < yX follows by dominating \VVu(X)\ by S(Vu)/d(X) using

interior estimates to bound Wm pointwise by L2 averages.)

(3.7) [   N2(Vu)dazda(P*)\Au(P*)\2a(A)+ f  S2(Vu)da.
Jan Jan
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Since the estimate is scale invariant, we will assume for convenience that

diam(Q) = 1 and that the starcenter of Q is the origin. Let v be the har-

monic function in Q given by [8] satisfying Au(Y) = nv(Y) + 27 • Vv(Y).

Then by Theorem 1.1 and (1.3)(ii), there is a constant C - C(Q) such that

/   N2(Vu)(Q)da(Q)zC [   v2(Q)da(Q).
Jan Jan

Because diam(Q) = 1, the constant C above is absolute. The L norm of v

will be estimated using ||lS'u||i:2.

However, instead of defining the square function Sv using the full gradient,

| Vf |, a lemma of Stein [16, p. 213] is easily modified to show that the radial

derivative \X-Vv(Y)\ may be used instead. Hence

/   v2da(Q)^\v(P*)\2a(A)+ j  S2v(Q)da(Q)
/o o\ Jan Jan

<|Au(P*)|2 + [ da(X)\X-Vv(X)\2dX.
Jn

Then, because d(X)\Wu(X)\ < CyX in Q, the first term above is bounded

by Cy X   and it remains to estimate the solid integral. Again by (1.3), with

dn(X) = dist(X, d£l),

[ dn(X)\X ■ Vv(X)\2 dXi~\ da(X)[\Au(X)\2 + \v(X)\2]dX.
Jn Jn

By (3.3), $çldÇï(X)\Au(X)\2dX<Cy2X2.
We now choose some e > 0 and set

Qe = {X€Çl:dist(X,dCl)>e}.

Then

(3.9) [ dn(X)\v(X)\2dX=  í     da(X)\v(X)\2dX+ [ dn(x)\v(X)\2dX
Jn Jn\ne Jne

<e2/   N2v(Q)da(Q)+ f da(X)\v(X)\2 dX.
Jan Jne

The term e2 ¡dClN2v(Q)da(Q) is less than Ce2 ¡dnv2(Q)da(Q) and if e is

small enough this will be less than one half of the quantity on the left-hand side

of (3.8). And

/ da(X)\v(X)\2dXz [ dn(X){\Au(X)\2 + \W(X)\2}dX
JnB Jnt

< y2A2a(A) + - [ da   (X)\Vv(X)\2dX

~y2*2 + U     4   v(P)da(P)
e Jan..,    "2

<y2A2 + -/     v2(P)da(P),
8  J™C/2
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Because Q£,2 is starlike there exists a constant C0 > 0 such that (P, Np) > C0

for all P e <9Q£/2. Then

/     v2(P) da(P) < ±- [     (P, Np)v2(P) da(P)
Janc/2 <~o Janc/2

<C(C0) [    di\(Yv2(Y))dY

2  /    v(Y)Au(Y)dY.

If X e Q£,2, there is a constant Be such that da(X) > BE and so by Cauchy-

Schwarz,

/
\v(Y)\\Au(Y)\dY

'/2     /   - \ V2

-5"(i,    lü(y)|2rfn(y)dy)     -f/n   ^n(n|AM(7)|2i/7

<^£/n(7)|U(7)|2^7 + C£ ̂ ^(7)^(7)^7.

The first term above can be subtracted from the left-hand side of inequality

(3.9). The second term can be estimated in terms of the square function:

[ dQ(Y)\Au(Y)\2dY <\Au(0)\2 + /   S2(Vu)da.
Jn Jan

This proves (3.7) and establishes Lemma 3.1.    D

Concluding Remarks. We conclude with some brief remarks about Sobolev

space regularity of biharmonic functions. Recall that, for 0 < a < 1 and

1 < p , q < oo, the Besov space Apa'q consists of those functions F € LP(D)

such that the norm

v «™+{L {hlF m -F {Y]fdYï" w^}"'

is finite. It is known (see for example [11]) that square function estimates

lead to regularity (in terms of Besov norms) of solutions. So, for example, in

Verchota [18] it was shown that a biharmonic solution u to the Lp Dirichlet

problem (1 < p < oo) on a C domain D has its gradient, Vu, in the space

AP'2(D) when 1 < p < 2 and in the space Apjp(D) when 2 < p < oo. The

equivalence in Lp of the square function and nontangential maximal function

established above gives another proof of the result in [18] above. And given the

L solvability of the Dirichlet problem for A in D ç R" we can use Theorem

1.2 to prove the following regularity result.
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Corollary (of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2). Let D be a bounded Lipschitz domain in

R" and let u be the unique function satisfying (a), (b), (c) and (à) of Theorem
2 2

1.1. Then \Vu\ belongs to A,j2  on D.
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